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wants
award syst~m
re-evaluated

tuition, fees and departmental
By Debra Voisin
The Graduate Professional costs.
What has UNM 1 Stanford and
Opportunities Program at UNM
is following Stanford Univer· other Southwestern universities
so upset is that out of 214 new
sity's lead.
Stanford recently sent a letter fellowships awarded nationally,
to UNM and other western only four went to schools in the
universties, urging them to send Southwest.
Stanford's
letter
to
their own letters of protest to the
requested
Office
of
Education
in Washington
Washington, D .C, 1 concerning "suspending the allocation of all
the intended allocation of new fellowships for next year and
graduate awards for the 1980-81 re-evaluating all proposals in
order to bring about compliance
academic year.
'l'hP Graduate Professional with the stated criteria and to
equitable ethnic
I )ppmu.mities Program, which is ensure an
in its 1-.erond year and is federally distribution.''
Stanford urged UNM to send a
funded under 'l'itle IX of the
IHglwr gducation Act, provides similar letter of protest to the
financial assistance to ethnic and Office of Education.
University Provost McAllister
racial minority students and
Hull
said lJNM has sent its own
women who have traditionally
letter,
saying it supports
been "under-represented" in
graduate and professional Stanford's initiative.
Hull, however, said it is •
education.
UN'M, which currently has 20 unlikely that Stanford's demands
·
graduate fellowships, learned last canbemet.
•· Assuming Liley can't add any
month that it will receive no new
awards for 1980-81. Its 20 more fellowships, it would mean
taking money away from other
fellowsh~ps will be renewed. Each
students
who · have already
fellowship provides $3900 to the
received
these
fellowships:• he
graduate student and an equal
said.
amount to the University for

Welder's torch sets
off insulation fumes
Sparks from a welder•s torch ignited insulation in the basement of
thP Basic Medical Science Building on North Campus Thursday.
A worker on the second floor, who refused to be identified, said the
odor of burning insulation could be smelled throughout the building.
'"fhe stinky mist was escaping through the vents and nothing was
being done. I didn't hear any alarms or any evacuation procedures,"
he said.
Director of Public Information at the center, Margie Taylor,
downplayed the fire.
"I was not in the building at the time, but I was told that it was
very minor. It was· just burning insulation and lasted only 15 minutes.
The basement was evacuated. I heard the smell was very irritating.''
Taylor said the insulation fumes were not harmful to human health.
The worker said he and several others had headaches from the
fumes.
Other employees said that although the odor was disgusting they
did not suffer any ill-effects from the fumes.
There was no damage to the building, Taylor said.
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Photo contest
winners chosen

This photo by i;NM student Randy Montoya is one of
88 entries received in the fourth annual N.M. Daily
Lobo photo contest. For the contest winners and other
outstanding entries, see page 11.

For ASUNM candidates

Dorm group sponsors debate
By Julie Matsko
The Resident Hall Student
Association will step into the
political spotlight for the first
time April 2, when it acts as host
for the ASUNM candidate
debate.
The forum is scheduled to be
held in the Cellar, liokona Hall
from 7 to 10 p.m., with a free
dance afterward for UNM
students, faculty and staff.
RHSA is the government for
the student dorms. The group
serves to coordinate dorm ac·
tivities and acts as a student
service organization. The candidate forum is the group's first
political involvement, RHSA
President Glenn Dobbs said. As
the setond largest student
organization on campus, he said
the group could be a powerful
tx>Iitical force, but it chooses not
to be.
"Actually, RHSA hates
political games," he said. "We
see no sense in passing resolution
after resolution. We would rather
tnke ttction. That ig why we

so each candidate will present his
views to all these organizations
at once.
"By having a variety of
organizations present/' Dobbs
said, "a candidate won't be able
to switch his stand. He won't be
telling the Greeks how much he
loves Greek life, while he tells
another organization he is anti·
Greek. This sho~ld provide some
continuity."
Dobbs said the debate is open
to all students and he feels it is an
event of great importance.
Glenn Dobbs
orgahized the debate. It is not a
tJOlitical f:lxpression but a service
project/'
The debate will be a service to
aJI students, Dobbs said, betaUse
the tttndidates will have to take a
solid public stand. A number of
student organizations will be
represented at the event, he said,

"You wouldn't bet.ieve some of
the idiots that are running, but
then there are some really
qualified people as well," he said.
"This debate should provide
students with the information to
help them differentiate. If people
don't take the time to get to
know the candidates 1 some of
these idiots could very well be
elected.''
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National Briefs
Oil windfall tax
passes the Senate
WASHINGTON -The
Senate, ending a long and bitter
legislativ(l battle, voted over·
whehningly Thursday to pass the
$227.7 billion oil windfall profits
tax- the heart of President
Carter's energy program.
The 66-31 vote sent the bill to
the White House, where Carter
said he would enthusiastically
sign it into Jaw.
Carter telephoned his thanks
to Senate Democratic Leader
Robert Byrd and Senate Finance
Committee Chairman Russell
Long, D·La.
"I think this is good news not
only for the country but for the
whole world," Carter told the
senators.
"This will set thr;> tone in our
l~ountry
that hasn't been
adequate so far to resolve the
long-range energy problem,"
Carter said. "II; leaves adequate
resources with the oil industry to
expedite even more rapidly their
search for discovery of American
supplies of oil and natural gas."

Iranian visitors
may be dangerous
WASHINGTON -Congres·
sman accused President Carter
Thursday
of
misleading
Americans about Iranians en·
tering the U.S. and many of the
critics cited a UPI story that
shows some of the visitors could
be dangerous.
Rep. Robert Mitchell of
Illinois, the assistant GOP
leader, said Carter's claim that
Iranians coming into America are
fleeing injustice in their
homeland does not tell the whole

Scholar program seminar scheduled

by United Press International

"Tho Presid('nt stated that the
t,housands of Iranians who have
come to this country since mid·
November 1979, were here
because of humanitarian reasons.
He also stated that immigration
officials are making rigorous
checks on these immigrants,"
Michel said a speech on the
House floor.
"But quite bluntly, this is not
the truth, UPI has uncovered
what it calls 'lax inspection
policies' and an administration
attitude that 'frustrates im·
migration agents and undercuts
FBI warnings that some (im·
migrants) may be student
terrorists."

Kennedy to blitz
Wisconsin voters
Sen.
Edward
Kennedy
changed his plans 'Thursday and
added at least one full day of
campaigning in Wisconsin to his
week-end shedule as the focus of
political attention moved
westward to next week's
primaries in Wisconsin and
Kansas.
Kennedy
earlier
had
downgraded his role in the
badger state, and as late as
Wednesday there was some
doubt be would campaign there
at all before 'l'uesday' s voting.
"The mood has changed," said
John Flaherty, a •· "<>nsin field
representative for the Kennedy
campaign. "Wisconsin has
always been an issue-oriented
state and that's what the voters
seem to be looking at now. It
really cheers me up."
Flaherty said the senator
would be there for a campaign
blitz Sunday and Monday, but
Kennedy's
Washington
headquarters has him in the state
only through Saturday so far.
They said plans for the weekend
are not yet firmed up.

Health risks for
••
mariJuana
users
WASHINGTON -More and
more young people are using
increasingly stronger marijuana
in the U.S. and may be running
health risks ranging from cancer
to birth defects in their offspring,
a government study said today.
"If widespread marijuana use,
especially among young people,
is not curtailed, our society may
pay a large price in health
consequences and medical
costs," said William Pollin,
director of the National Institute
of Drug Abuse, which released
the study.
The study found that
marijuana being sold on the
street "bas .increased markedly in
potency over the past five
years." It also said that "bash
oil," a marijuana extract
unavailable a decade ago, has
been found to have a THC
content-the drug's active
ingredient-of as high as 28
percent.

Multimillionaire
convicted of fraud
YORKNEW
Multimillionaire Michele Sin·
dona, a shadowy financier called
"the icy Sicilian," was convicted
Thursday of masterminding a
fraudulent scheme that led to the
biggest hank failure in U.S.
history.
Sindona, a director and
controlling stockholder in the
Franklin National Bank when it
collapsed in 1974, faces up to five
years in prison and a $50,000
fine. Sentencing was set for May
6.
Sindoan's
mysterious
disappearance last year-he
claimed to have been kidnapped- became a major issue

during the complex trial when the
government said it could prove
he was not kidnapped at all but
was in Europe in disguise using a
false name and passport.
Sindona's $3 million bail was
revoked at the start of the trial
two months ago because of the
government's charges that he
had fled.

Kissinger denies
links with shah
WASHINGTON- Henry
Kissinger said Thursday he had
nothing to do with the shah's
decision to leave Panama and
indicated he thinks the White
House is conducting a "campaign
of outright lies" against him on
the matter.
Kissinger, who was Secretary
of State under Richard Nixon and
Gerald Ford, said that white he
took no part in the shah's move,
be still thinks America has. an
obligation to let the ailing man
"die in peace somewhere."
But in an interview on the
NBC-TV
"Today"
show,
Kissinger made clear he resents
reports from Panama and Iran
that he and New York banker
David Rockefeller prompted
Shah Mohammed Reza Pahlavi
to move from Panama to Egypt.
"I have not been involved in
any way whatsoever, and
whoever is putting out these
stories ought to be ashamed of
themselves," Kissinger said.

Korean pennisula
site of instability
WASHINGTON-The U.S.
warned North Korea today that
its infiltration missions into
South Korea endanger the future
of the north-south talks on
Korean unity.
In an unusual step, the State
Department made a last-minute

change in the text of a speech to
be delivered by Assistant
Secretary of State Richard
Holbrooke to the Woman's
National Democratic Club.
The change, according to State
Department spokesman Hodding
Carter, was prompted by four
separate incidents in the last five
days in which North Korean
infilitrators have been sighted
and killed, and one incident in
which a N ortb Korean gunboat
opened fire on a group of fishing
boats.
Holbrooke's addition to his
speech on Asian policy said that
the
incidents
''dramatically
underlined" the potential for
instability in the Korean
peninsula.

By Terry Fletcher
'The College of Education and
the UNM Latin American
Programs in Education will host
an American and Caribbean
scholars
exchange
program
seminar from March 28 to April
2.
Th!l exchange program is
sponsored by the Phelps-Stokes
Fund and includes scholars from
Haiti, Jamaica, the Dominican
Republic, Barbados, St. Vincent,
St. Lucia, Suriname and
Guyana.
Paul Resta, associate dean of
special projects for the College of
Education, will be one of 14
Americans to take part in the
exchange program visiting the
Caribbean nations. He will visit
Haiti.
The Phelps-Stokes Fund

Dormant volcano
erupts first time
SPIRIT
LAKE,
Wash.-Mount St. Helens
volcano, dormant for more than a
century, coughed up clouds of
steam and ash Thursday in the
first volcanic eruption in the 48
adjoining states since 1914.
Immediate evacuation of the
mountain was ordered.
The eruption of gases from
near the summit in southwest
Washington began with a loud
bang shortly after noon. Less
than an hour and a half later an
e.arthquake with a magnitude of
4.5 on the open-ended Richter
scale shook the mountain.
There were unconfirmed
reports that lava was seen
pouring from gaping cracks and
boles on the mountain's upper
slopes.
Reporters
and
photographers high on the
mountain were ordered to
evacuate.
"We've already instructed our
people to get out fast," said Kurt
Austermann, at the U.S. Forest
Service Nerve Center in Van·
couver, Wash.

Ortiz announces
bid for reelection

l

I

requested LAPE to recommend
candidates for the program
because of UNM's strong em·
phasis on Latin American studies
and cooperative programs, said
Manuel Justiz, director of
LAPE.
"The Caribbean scholars have

spent one week in the United
States
visiting
different
universities," Justiz said. "They
are coming to UNM for the host
session of the program where
they will spend the four days
discussing their experiences and
presenting papers in their area of
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smallest and lightest
35mm SLR camera ever
made. It's also one of the
smartest.
It's fully autnmatic.
An internal computer
sets the shutter speed
for you.
It takes over 40

lenses, including 20 ultra·
thin, ultra-light M-series
lenses.
It accepts the Winder
ME for action shots up to
2 frames-per-second.

REED'S
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Enlarger

Hislotian and author Joe- S. Sando will
on "lmhan Rcligiou~ Oppoc.ilion to Jcmcl

S)'nl('IO\ltlm on ,.1 and Use Conflil:ts in the Jemez
Caldera."
Jau (.'fstind - S~Zholaro;hip be-nefit sponsored by the
l'ricnlls 1:\f Mu\1!: Satmday, March 29. Junior a11d
t.cnlor hi~h ~chool and college baud~ will !1t:rform_ 8
&l.rn.-5 ~"~·"'·in Keller and \Vaodwnrd Hall. Call2774402 ftlt fmlher informatl<m.

lilark Smdent l'nhm -- Talent <Jh(1W tmd dance
t\larch .29, 8 p.m .• in the SUB baUroam.

1.) 1uurday.

SL

('onc.cpiJnn~ StJulhwes1- \\'orh by lJNM artist~ v.-111

he fin Ui~ply in the ASA G:~llcry MOTiday. March .31
1hrnugh l·ri~a~.l\ptil4. Free.
Senior Rt'cihlf - Robin Hoard. voi,ej SumJa~.
Mard ~0.111 Kclrcr HaiL Fu·c.
Sludtn• Court -~ l.oui~c Wheeler \·o;, ASUNM·Pf:C
Munda~. March 31, 3:30 p.m., 1n the SUD, Room

Z50·C.
(,('('turf!

Allan Cux. dcan of Enftl.1 Science ~t
SI<Hlhm.l linhcrsity, \\ill di~CU~'i "MII!roplalc!i m
\Veo,rcrn U.S.'' Mond:1y, M:itch Jl. 4 p.nt., in
Nonhmp Hall.

Arr<t Munngcmenl CiruuJJ ·- f\.·fects Mtmday, March
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Manufacturer's
Suggested
List $397.00

At Reed's only
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THE FUTURE
IS HERE.

imcrc.,trd pcro,on'> in11itcd lo nucnd.

AUTO EXPOSE

And introducing the Mr. Bill Book

askfor

111 Harvard SE
(across from UNM)

2

f;:

r ...

.

'

~

/ A/l

~AG$~~p. .( ~~(

lamphouse ~~
for b&w
or color.

AUTO START

Perfectly exposed pictures,
indoors, outdoors. Shutter
priority system helps assure
sharp pictures.

"SELLERS
GUIDE"

For the best in clothing and head supplies

You drop in any standard
cartridge. The
incredible Konica FS·1 does
the rest.

35mm

B-600 ~~·~
'th
u ,:
~~ndenser ~~~

AUTO ADVANCE

(

8117 Menaul NE

AUTOLOAD

Trip the shutter; the film
advances automatically,
instantly, to the next frame.

\

(across from Hoffmantown}

(except sheet film)

for everyone who
felt they· couldn't
afford the best!
Omega

Automatically advances film to
frame No.1.·

CASH for
WOMEN'S USED
CLOTHING

General Stores

S21995

ENTIRE KODAK STOCK

~I, 7 p.m., in the FirlC AII'\C~;;"nter, Room 0-434. All

complete information
in our

.~

an Omega

.

l.cci!Jrc -

Gt•uthcrmal lJc\oclopm.:nt' 1 today, 4:30 p.m., in
fil)dgirl Han, Roont 202. ao;: r;art of the GcogtaflhY

--

\r

willumr~h do\\Ji Central A.. c.
l.rclun• 11nd Screcnin~ - Stanley Ca"·elt will lotlk
about lfls (ilrt f-'tlda)·~ ..... flicll will be ~fiO\\n today, 2

'

Tremendous flexibility with 9 film carriers
• 6x7 CM (1 1/4 x 2 314") format • double
glass condensors for sharp high contrast
prints with shorter exposure times built·
in filter drawer.
List
$175

PENTAX"

Nuchmr r:ngincC'ring Huilt.ling. In rcmcmberance of
111~: t10C·Hat unni~rcro;ary of Three Mile Island, CANT

~t. Bill

•
For Darkroom Perfection

VERY SMALL. VERY SMARr. OmeQa Makes It Perfect
VERY REASONABLE.
OMEGA C-700 Enlarger
The Penrax ME is the interchangeable Pentax

Roll!' - Snomorcd b}· Cili1cn~ Ag~inM Nuclear
threat'>. \\ill be held at noon tQday at lhe UNM

Oh Noooooo ...Mr. Bill T-Shirts

..

-'

_

N0.2
'\
1200 YaiP SE \
255·625i
'_...._
or
RAG SHOP NO. 1
2i23San Mateo NE

. • Rental$

Come in and see for yourself-Reed's Cameras & Equipment are

.·~

p.m •• in RodcyThcatcr. $1.50.

· . " All prootnlsing

• Commercial & Industrial
Serv
.ice &Repairs
.

..

r
••

with the Caribbean participants
at th~ conclusion of the seminar
to take part in the Caribbean half
of the \~xchange, Justiz said.
Justiz said in the future LAPE
will attempt to involve UNM
professors in other disciplines
and backgrounds in the program.

Low on price. Big on service.

THE PENTAX ME.

ASUNM President Mario
Ortiz is the first president to run
for re-election.
Ortiz said he has spent three
years in student government and
has led student government
"from being a circus to being a
student government ... and I do
not want to just walk away from
it.
"Student government func·
tions on tradition," Ortiz said.
Because it changes so often,
student government usually ends
up doing what was done the year
before, he added, "unless
someone generates new ideas."

l.'xpertise."
"There will be people here with
degrees in law and medicine, one
of Lhe participants from the
Dominican Republic bas her
doctorate in literature from
Spain," he said.
'l'bE> 14 Americans wUl leave

I(Konica FS-1)]
Reed's Low, Low
Price Only

saogss

AUTO FLASH
Get perfect flash pictures with
the matching Konlca X-24
Automatic Flash. The FS-1
computer sets the sync speed
of the shutter, tells the X·24
the ASA speed of the film and
when the flash Is ready to fire
for correctly exposed flash
pictures everytime.

• 8u1lkra muhi-S•.re po~r Sfl)r(Jge

• Up to 50°o taster exposures.
• Optical quality glass
condensers.
• Up to 11"x14" prints.
• Compact. easy to use. easy to
store anywhere.
• For negatives tmm 110 to 21f4"
sq.

Suggested List $159.95
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comportment pub pop!!t ol ycut loo1ge-rf,pi1
• Bu•ll '" ll ~~:14 bordetteiS papetpo"Mt1et~let yG:.te.rrp~tl!'
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_
.. Un 1que sJtutturnl fqom mo!d"l!dba!.e prCi~idts glfodltor tr~·d'oty'
~ Choi!eof li/tn(Oft;t,n. for all folrn ~toes from 110to2-'• lil:l"l .
~Gal p;or~siiOnal-t:JIICdot)' tOlar tl~ b& w pr.nh ir.tes5flme,
oncf leu ij:klte, lhon ev~ before1
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a
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Suggested List $234.95

Now at Reed's only
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Win a NtKON .....
. .
f$ntry J*htf1k for ·
RE£D'SPHOTO·CON'f!St

'; Come in for(letail& and

·Selected

·Gadget Bags
8206 Menaul N.E.
HoffmantownShopping Center
299·6644

Open: Mon.·Thurs. 9·6
Fri.9·8
Sat. 10·5
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Mo1·e violations
leveled by NCAA
B,v <'hriH l'!;illus
Tlw National Collegial.!•
AthlPt.ie Assoeiaticm last wec•k
c·harg<'<l tiN M with 35 additional
violations of NCAA regulations,
bringing the total number of
churgc>s to 1!2 .
llNM will have until May 2() to
answer all the allegutions.
University-hired lawyer Peter
.Johnstone said Wednesday a
hearing on the alleg(ltions will
probably be held June 14-16 in
Chicago.
lh• said none of the new
allegations
were surpnsJng.
''There was substance to most of
t h!'m, however I disagree with
tlw legal position taken by the
NCAA on many of them,"
,J ohnHLone said.
'J'h(•
allegations include
JH>sHihlP misusc~ of Lobo Booster
(']uh funds, basketball players
il!PtJ;ally obtaining food stamps
and t.h(• transportation and
lodging of one of the player's
mo!.her.
Allegations against the Lobo
Club concern a lack of "proper
institutional control" over the
dub byUNM.
Lobo Booster Club President

'l'c•d

MeWhortr~r

NORTON N' SAMMY

LLOI.II

'Molly Brown' skillfully executed

sa;d Wednesday

By Leslie Donovan
Musical theater appears to be
enjoying an Albuquerque come·
back if ticket sales for the
Albuquerque Civic Light Opera
Association's first production of
the 1980 season, The Unsinkable
Molly Brown are any indication.
Music is the key to success in
any musical, and recently
ACLOA's musical presentations
have
shown
increasing
professionalism. The Unsinkable
Molly Brown, which opened
Thursday night. is no exception.
The rollicking, up-tempo music
was skillfully executed with
delightful results that exhibited
good attention to the work as a
whole, not only the music.
Musical
director
Kim
Thompson, ACLOA veteran of
18 shows, said that besides the
1977 production of Cabaret,
Molly Brown presented one ofhis
most difficult orchestral direction
problems.
The difficulty, Thompson said,
was
due
to
orchestral
fragmentation which occurred
because of revisions to the
conductor's version of the music
and the luck of revision in the
orchestra's version.
Thompson said that even with
the problems implicit in a
volunteer orchestra, this par·
tirular group of musicians is one
of the most talented he has
worked with.
He said that for each ACLOA
production, Roland de Rose, the

tJw t.hrc~· dlflrg(•s involving the
dub were vai,TUe. Hl! said ht•

hdit•ves t.ho NCAA probably just
wanted an accountability of the
money spent from the Athletic
Director's Contingoncy I•'und.
"We can document how all the
funds were spent and justify their
expenditure,'' MeWhorter said.
He said the Lobo Club has
taken care in the past to insure
that funds spent were not in
violation
of any NCAA
regulations.
Other allegations made include
six questions about the receipt of
credits from Santa Clara
University through extension
courses taken by athletes in the
summers of 1976 and 1977, the
falsification of a player's transcript from Mercer College and
other academic credit questions.
Johnstone said he plans to
meet soon with UNM President
William K D(lvis to discuss the
new charges. He said official
responses made to each
allegation will be kept con·
fidentiul
under
NCAA
regulations.

Rain forces rally indoors
Rain and hail Thursday forced the Emergency Peace Coalition to
move their anti-draft demonstration into the Student Union Building.
Just inside the north doors of the SUB, protestors set up their
public-address system and voiced their oppositions to proposed draft
registration.
The entire demonstration lasted less than an hour and drew between
50 to 100 students. While some students seemed to support the
('Oalition's cause, others heckled the protestors.
"What this county needs is patriotism," yelled one heckler, "not
loud mouths like you."
"If the Russians knock at your door," another asserted, "who is
going to have to answer."
Periodiculy throughout the demonst;ration, a small troupe of theatre
students performed satirical skits on the "futility" and "unfairness"
of war.

International week kicks off
International singing and
dancing groups, speakers, panel
discussions and the annual
International Festival will
constitute the first International
Week at UNM April7·13.
Sponsored by the UNM
International
Center
and
coordinated by the Office of
International Programs and
Services, the week will begin with
u lecture on the contemporary
Middle East by University of
Michigan's Clement Moore, a
political science professor, from
noon to 1 p.m. in the UNM Kiva
April7.
A former Fulbright lecturer at
the University of Algiers, Moore
is the author and editor of of
numerous books on North
African politics.
Also speaking April 7 will be
Richard M. Morse, of Stanford
University's
Latin America
History department. He will
discuss ''Evolution in the
Evolution: An Intellectual
Guerrilla Warrior's Views on
Latin American Studies" at 7:30
p.m. in Room 149 of Woodward
Hall.
Events at the end of the week
will be the International Fiesta
April 12 and the opening
reception for an exhibit of
Pakistani tombs and textiles
April 13 from 1 to 5 p.m. at the
Maxwell
Museum
of
Anthropology.

The annual festival will be
conducted by UNM foreign
students and will feature food
and craft booths, singing and
dancing in the afternoon and
evening beginning at 3 p.m.
Other activities of the week
will include:
April 8- UNM Jocuri Folkdance Ensemble doing in·
ternational dances from 12:30
p.m. to 1:30 p.m. on the upper
mall near the Student Union
Building.
J ocuri Director
Cynthia Goldblatt will give folkdance instruction following the
performances.
The
UNM
Women's Center will hold an
informal lunch discussion on
international women's issues ut
1824
Las
Lomas
N.E.
April 9- A J upanese singing
and dancing group from the
Sister Cities Association will
perform from noon to 1 p.m. on
the upper mall. The Romero's,
classical guitarists from Spain,
will perform in Popejoy Hull's
concert series at 8:15 p.m. There
is an admission charge for the
concert.
April 10- Michael Pistor,
director of congressional and
public liaison for the U.S.
International
Communication
Agency, will speak on "The
Importance of International
Studies in a College Education''
at 12:30 p.m. in the Kivu lecture
hall.

William Dwyer, director of the
U.S. Department of Commerce
for New Mexico and a former
foreign service officer, will lead a
discussion on careers in the
foreign service at 3:30 p.m. at the
International Center, 1808 Las
LomasN.E.
Robert K. Massie, author of
"Nicholas and Alexandra,'' will
speak on "Reflections on the
Russian Revolution" at 7:30p.m.
in Room 149 of Woodward Hall.
April 11- Carnegie Mellon
University Professor Peter N.
Stearns, author of "Paths to
Authority: the Middle Class and
the Industrial Labor Force in
France, 1820-48," will discuss
"The Old and New European
Studies: Perspectives on u
Changing Field" at noon in the
Kiva lecture hall.
Additional information about
events of the week is available
from the Office of International
Programs and Services, 1717
RomuN.E.

Kennedy's niece
campaigns in SUB

orchestra personnel manager,
recruits 30 to 40 local musicians.
The orchestra for Molly Brown
is composed largely of adult
musicians, some of whom are
frol!l UNM.
A few high school students are
also working as ACLOA apprentices.
Choreographer
Wymette
Smith said that in working with
the music she tried to present
dunce numbers that would
establish a continuity of theme
and mood within the performance.
As Molly Brown, ACLOA
veteran Phyllis Sparacino gives a
fine vocal performance as well as
adding a nice human touch to her
.hard-as-nails character.
Bob Aubrey as Johnny Brown
.exhibits beOJ.utiful vocal control,
however, his acting lacks the
spark to make his performance an
effect.ive foil to Sparacino's.
The many sets and scene
changes by Chris Stromme are
well-executed as are the colorful
costumes by Sandy Luckie and
Rebecca Murrah.
The production is charming
and enjoyable. It is a good start
for ACLOA's 1980 season which
will include The King and I,
H.M.S. Pinafore, Pippin and
Flower Drum Song.

Thl! Clnsinkablr Molly Brown
will he presented again tonight
through Sunday and April 3·6 at
8 p.m. in Popejoy Hall.

Molly Brown is not the only one who is "unsinkable." Dancers are buoyed across the stage in
the ACLOA production of "The Unsinkable Molly Brown. "(Photo by Dick Kettlewell)

Kathleen Kennedy-Townsend,
daughter of the late Robert
Kennedy, will campaign at noon
today in the north lounge of the
SUB on behalf of her uncle, Sen.
Edward Kennedy (D- Mass.)

Have You Been
To

California Fashion
Outlet

1PMY~~y

7AM j/IG?NJ>

Annual Snowbash

/t~¢Y 7l/$ATkE

March 28, 29 & 30

Top Quality Name Brand Casual Wear
For Guys & Gals
LESS THAN WHOLESALE PRICES!
Fashion Blouses

There's something for
everyone at Phi Eta Sigma
Initiation Dance on

Velour Tops

ssoo

LEVIS

reg. $12.00

Friday March 28th at
8:30 in the Cellar.
Bring in Spring with rock n' roll,
new wave, punk and a little country
and disco. Only 50~ for Friday
night frolic! Be there!

Jeans

Fashion T-Shirts
&Tops
or

2 fors3

$895

Men's Sport Shirts

Fact irr.

ssoo
reg,18°0

r---------------Coupon---------------1
', FRe· E.. T• s HI RT
With any purchase
I
Of$10ormore
~
one per customer only
I
" - - - - - - - - - - - - good through April15, 1980 - - - - - - - - - - - - - '
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2324 Central SE
Central & Cornell. across from UNM
266•6872 Mon. to Sat. 10 a.m. to 6 p.m.

Friday, March 28, 7:30p.m.
KQEO Snowbash Party at Ned's
Special prices, live entertainment

VISA

Initiation ceremony for members at 7:30 sharp. Guest
speaker Dr. Roll from psychology dept. presentation of
scholarships, refreshments.

.i

Saturday & Sunday, March 29, 30, all day
Ned's and Bois Snowbash
at Sandia Peak Ski Area
Fun races, food, booze, music, costumes
Registration only $1.00 at t:1ed's or Sandia Peak!
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The Planets are stronger than ever
I hmi~l Gibson
n11

Jo:v«·r~· ham! falls into pot holPH
il ,, :'<md to stardom ·-- thl'

uwa~·,Jl~ ~ ·

Pr a t-rtwly gnod groU}) is

•·:m talt«' tho•sn humps.
·:olhll<flll'l''!tll'',, own hand. Tlw
I'J;,,,,.h, Jp!J int" u figurativt• hol!•

J..,,,

lt

n tl'!ll lv wlll'n o!ll' of its ml'mhers
!dt a 'holt• in thP hand's ranks.
l'iuni,:t, pl'n·ussionint and singer
I lo•bhif' BlakPly mowd out of
nwl\ and roll SI'Vl'ral months ago
and t lw hand lost a glamourous
,;taw· prPsPnct• and an intt•grul
pmt of its sound.
But 'l'lw l'lanl'tH did not roll

ovt·r and play dead. Its sound is
tight 1'1', mor(• din•('t and strongt•r
t lmn PVI'l'.
IJrununPr Ilavi.~ MeLarty says
tlw IH'W sound features "a lot
mon• original~," in!'lu ding

",Jiicky," a long, ambling song
by Tl~" l'hmN.'s bassist, ,John
!farris;
"Tntt>rview,''
f11re•shadowing t.hl' fatnl' it:s
lu•ginning to gain; "Ewryt.hing
That You Do Will CornE> Baek to
You": and "Pink Cadillac."
With Blak!'ly gone, the eyes of
a crowd now more than ever rest
Pn 'I'lw PlaneVR pereussionist and
vol'alist. Denise Brissey. When
slw pieks up th1• vibra slap in the
original "Billy Lhe Kid," and lets
go with a resounding wallop or
puts on her '50s sunglasses for a
round of New Wave tunes, such
as Cost<"llo's "Mystery Dance,"
the Talking Head's "Cities" and
"Lifl' During Wartime" or the
Police's" Next to You," she nails
down ct•nter stage and provides a
strong forus for the group.

"W(''ro making the music more
P!aboraLe and using less vocals,"
says Stt•vc Morelock, founder of
the Planets, the band's pianist
and occasionally leading vocalist.
Echoes Brissey, "Wp're a little
morP direct. We had to forego our
mt•lodk, three· part vocal har·
monies for a rawer sound."
The Planets are exploring the
possibilites of taking a trip to Los
Angeles in June. The group
recently received excellent advice
on breaking the California
market by a local musician who
has made it there, Michael
Goodroe of The Motels.
The Motels are a New Wave
band with a highJy.acclaimed
first LP. Goodroe explained in
the dressing room at Ned's last
Tuesday that he and fellow

The Planets' Denise Brissey foregoes melodic harmony for a
"rawer sound." (Photo by Dick Kettlewell}

1.92

reg. $2.27

bandmnn, Briton Brian Glascock
are here for a vacation after
finishing the recording of their
second album.
Goodroe used to play in the
band called Welcome Home, with
Harris of the Planets. During thP
conversation another interesting
fact emt•rged -- both the Planets'
and ThP :'>1 otto!<;' VPrsions of
"J{nutP (l(i'' incmporat!! part of
tlw old tht•!Uf.' ~.ong of tht• TV
show Ro1Lt;• 66.
In another an•na, the Planets
are preparing legal action for
copyright infringement against a
British group on the Motown
label who are also named The
Planets. Davis says that the local
Planets filed a copyright for the
name in 1978.
The Planets will appear at
Ned's through Saturday night
and will play at a henPfit rally for

state senators Tom Rutherford
and Joe Lang on Sunday. The
event will be held at 510 San
Pedro sg, from 2·10 p.m., and a
$10 donation is requested. Also
playing at the rally will be
Atlantis, the old band Fingers
(minus one man}. D.J. Cookin',
Bobby Keyes (a session hornman
who has played with the Stones
and oth('rs) and other special
guests (The two Motels,
perhaps?). The Planets will then
be off to do some dates in
Ruidoso and Las Cruces .. Down
the road is a date in Lubbock,
Texas - home of Davis and
guitarist Joe Don Davidson with Joe Ely at the famed Cotton
Club, and a KiMo Theater date
here on May 9. On May 22 The
Planets will play The Golden Inn
with Elvi11 Bishop.

By James C. Johnson
Buying a good stereo system
can be a pain in the neck, and if
you don't select the right
components it can become a pain
in the ear.
The stereo hi·fi industry is an
industry in transition, with retail
stores ranging from small outlets
carrying a few brands to com·
ponent supermarkets which use
the
latest
merchandising
techniques. It is an industry with
dozens of manufacturers offering
hundreds of different components, each with its own list of
technical specifications.
Within a given price range,
"Hi-fi lines are just about all
comparable," said Mike Mattioli
of West Coast Sound Systems.
The most important thing is to
buy a system that sounds good.
However, Mattioli believes name
brands are important because
major manufactures offer
nationwide se.rvice. This is
partcularly important for
students who may not stay iJ1
Albuquerque after they finish
school.
The fact that many name
brand components are very
similar is substantiated by ar·
tides appearing in Consumer
Reports. A recent article in·
dicated that six low· priced stereo
receivers are of comparable
quality. Another article found
that nine low· priced loudspeakers
are virtually identical.
"Specifications, in general, are
of no value in purchasing a stereo
product," Mattioli said. He
recommended that buyers bring
their own album to each store
they visit and compare the
sound. He also said it was im·
portant that the different
components match each other.
High-priced receivers should not
be purchased with low-priced
loudspeakers and vice versa.
Above all, buyers should not
pay too much attention to the
advice of salesmen or friends.
"People should buy what they
like and what sounds good to
them. They are the ones who will
own it," Mattioli said.
Similar suggestions were made
by Jim Hudson of Hudsqn's
Audio Center. "Some receivers
are really bad, but there are at

least 10 brands that sound
almost identical," he said.
Within a given price range, the
buyel' should select on the basis
of appearance, special features,
and price: "Everybody ought to
try to get the best deal they can,"
he said.
Hudson said buying speaker~
is much more difficult. "There
are a lot more bad speakers than
receivers. The best way to judge
speakers is to listen and compare.
Get speakers that reproduce
sound well. With a good speaker
a guitar would not sound like a
banjo."
.
With the current state·of-the·
art and competitive conditions,
Hudson said, "a customer can
put together a ·good system for
under $1,000."
There is indeed price com·
petition in the Albuquerque area.
At Trans-American Stereo a pair
of speakers and a 50·watt
receiver carried a combined list
price of $1,378. The salesman
offered the system for $1,120.
When I said I could not spend
anything over a thousand
dollars, the salesman took off an
"additional $120. West Coast
Sound Systems and Hudson's
Audio Center also are price
competitive.
not
Unfortunately,

Only the sensible buyer can withstand the veritable plethora of tuners, receivers, turntables,
tape decks, amplifiers and other products of today's electronic wizardry that flood the
market. (Photo by Randy Montoya!

stereo dealer is price competitive, piiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii--iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;,
nor does every dealer provide
good service to buyers.
Salespeople at several of the
stores I visited Wednesday stores which are not mentioned in
this story - told fanciful stories

Kurt's h. as the most complete
selection Of
h darkroom
S
h
products in t e out west •

about the alleged superiority of
their products while knocking
their competition, refused to
'
' d to steer
discuss pnces,
or tne
me to components I said I did not
want.
One gal said her "distributor
does not allow dealers to give
discounts of more than 10 per·
Another salesperson
cent."
produced an elaborate explanation for why he couldn't

2300 Central SE (across from Popejoy)

brazier.
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All Kinds
of Kites

(regular S3250.$4QDO)

electum FOR ALL YOUR
CAMERA NEEDS
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atiB(action
266-nss
3417 Central, NE
524 Coronad.o Center 883-5313

BOSE~

Cassette Special

Precision Haircuts 50°/o OFF
(regular s1aoo.s17oo)
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and the best loud speakers
in New Mexico
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STUDENT SPECIALS
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Unisex Hairstyling
It's the best meal deal go1ng Our 100% pur~..beef
s1ngle burger with "More Burger Than Bun ·. A
small order of cnspy. golden fnes Your favorile
small drink And. to top it off, a cool and creamy
5 oz. DAIRY QUEEN· Sundae. All for only Sl.92
Get a good deal on a full meal
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NO NONSENSE STEREO AT AFFORDABLE PRICES
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J

Buying tips on
stereo components
in Albuquerque
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Valid from Friday,
March 28th thru Saturday,
April 12th, 1980.
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GALLERY ONE
3500 Central S.E.
Hrs: 10·5:30 M·S
Exchange this ad lor a
"Go fly A Kite" pin.
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9
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we
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loudspeakers
some 79 closeouts
start at $89.95
our newest line
of loudspeakers
Check Them Out!
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Photo Contest

Album reviews from reggae to jazz
By Chndm; Andrew~> alien to r£>ggm• in the degree he
Walhing ,,n Sun8ldn(' ··· /eddy Pmployll, but the result ill
limnt fl"pi<'.!H .'Jfi244j. 'l'his ruatvPlous. And it's still reggae.
al!Hllll •·uuld win lots of eonvc:rt~
Hide on!' ifl thrt>e long cuts,
to n·g,;:u• nnmk, hut may mor<• radic'nl than thP five
di•.ptt·.t·a· a f<·w purists as well.
nurnhPrs, mostly love songs, on
I 1·,, a w•arly totally self- Uw oth(•r sidf'. Side on<• is most.
.. ., 11 t;tillf•<l rt•<'llnling, th<~ kind fpw
striking hut the ent.ire n1rording
P''"PI" att~>mpt any mon' heNtuHe is <'X<'l'llt>nt.
,l t h<• di<anal f:uhtws of thH past,
The album was quite popular
h> 'i!Hlll' nf the mo~~ talented in Europe, where the general
IJt'l':i•·ww;. 1 Jrant wrot.(• all th<• public is mor<l open to different
·.nut~•;, prnthH·Nl and enginPemd approaelws. Unfortunately, it
il. awl plnys all instruments with H('l'mfi to have disapp~ared into
1Jw PXI't•pt.ion of s!'att.Pr!'d rwrUll' •>hlivion of "undiscoverE.>d
·no:siun
and
om•
piano
part.
g<•ms" hPre.
1
IIi:, """'·ut.i"n h su[wrb, and
hi•· vi··:iuu rPfr1•r;hilwly diffprpnt. Ul't Happy! - Blllis C'ostello and
Tlu· lllll':i 1• 1., lmHil'<l wit.h syn· tlw Attral'ticms [C'o/umbia/,1(.'
tl~t• ,ln·r·;. ''l'<·mingly somPwhat .'/li.'M7j.

Kathleen Tohe, whose photos
Lisa and Phillip won first and
second, respectively, said she has
been in photography 11 years.
Tohe, a UNM junior, learned the
craft at Columbia College in
Chicago, where she studied
photography and printmaking.
Lisa and Phillip were friends of
Tohe.
"I can only photograph people
I know. I like to do portraits.
Phillip is in a restaurant in
Chicago. Lisa is at her piano,"
she said.
"It bugs me that people think
they need expensive equipment.
It's not t'he equipment, it's you,"

This fourth release may well be
his best, but it will take some
time to absorb it. There are 10
cuts on ea<:h side, all hut two less
than three minutes long and five
under two minutes. Straight to
the point, as rock and roll was in
thP beginning. There's no
padding, as one might expect, no
n:al throwaway cuts; could be a
~h·w of singles. Nick Lowe
produced, letter perfect.
Survival - Bob Marley and the
Wail<•rs [lsland/ILPS 9542].
It's nice to know not everyone
goes straight downhill as the
yl'ars and albums go by. Marley
Sl'<'med to be slipping with the
h1st couple of releases, but
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Lobo photo winners

Elvis Costello

Survival ranks with his best,
musically and lyrically. His
mE.>ssag£> is still Rastafarian, all
through the album, hut it's a
humanist approach that can
touch anyonP.

UNM junior Kathleen Tohe took first and second, while junior
Bill Wechter placed third, in the Lobo 'sfourth annual photo
contest.
Tohe will receive a $50 gift certificate from UNM Photo Services and a $25 gift certificate from KLR. Wechter will receive a
$12,50 gift certificate from Reed's Camera.
The whmers may pick up their prizes at the Lobo newsroom in
Marron Hall.
Thirty-three faculty, staff and students submitted 88
photographs, making this year's contest the most popular ever.
Michael Mouchette, one of three judges, summed up the
contest by saying, "There were a number of good photographs
submitted. Given other judges there might have been other
'winners'. These were simply the most interesting to we three
judges.''
The judges this year were Mouchette, photographer for UNM
Photo Services, Mike Rainey, instructor for the art department
and Norm Bergsma, photographer for the Albuquerque Tribune.
Bergsma, who also judged last year's contest, said he was
impressed with the increased quantity and quality of work entered this year.
On these pages are the winners and a sampling of some of the
other work entered. Although we would like to publish every
entry, there simply is not room in the newspaper to publish all the
photos submitted.
All entries may be picked up beginning March 31. The Lobo
will not be responsible for entries not claimed by April3.

They wrote "The Married Men"
that Phoebe Snow had a hit with.

YachtN
Yachts [Palydor·
Radar/PD-1-6220].
New \\"ave minimalism that
1-,'TOWS on you. That funny organ
rPminds you of rodt sillitw~s like
(~uPstion
:VI ark
and the
:Vtystl•rians, hut it's l'harming in
tht• same way. Thrm you hPgin to
notice that some nf the harelvdim~ernihlP mrlodit•:: sti!'k with
you.

1'ht! Lotl!f Run
Eagles
[Asylum15E-50HJ.
Surely their weakest album
<'wr, but it's sold like crazy to
the point of giving an industrywide boost to a sagging musk
businesH. Propelled by "Heartache Tonight," "In the City"
and the title cut; none of them
j..rreat songs, and the rest is
flacdd. As in their recent concert
here, it is an example of a group
of highly talented artists able to
prndllr!• a salable product simply
hy going through the motions.

The Ro<·hes
the !loch(•.~
[Warner Rri1sJBS[( ,'J2YH].
Thi~ one's not l'l'Cl'nt, but the
sound is fresh. anrl tht>y deserve
expo~ure. Three sislPrs from the
East Coast whosP harmonies and
songwriting are unique, a hit
strange, and endearing. You will
either love m· hate them,
probably on the first listening.

Hiroshima
Hiroshima
[Arista!AB 4252].
Nine .1 apanese·Americans who
incorporate motherland instruml'nts for a pop·jazz sound
with oriental flavor. About half
vocal, half instrumental. My
second-favoriH• (see Eddy Grant)
"undiscovered" album of the last
couple y<•ars.

Advice on stereo systems

The elephant
is now wild on campus!
Elephant Malt Liquor from Carlsberg. The only
imported malt liquor ln America. It has a ta:;re
you'll newr forger.
lmrort~d hy C:Cntury Importer. Inc., B,l!timott', ~1.trv!.md.

Distributed by Quality Import Co., Albuquerque, N.M.

give me a discount, including the
assertion that he would have to
overcharge other buyers if he
discounted my purchase, Just
the sort of nonsense you would
expect from somebody who took
a Principles of Economics course
on the passfail.
But the best line came from a
middle-aged salesman who said,
with complete sincerity, that all
components in a system .should
be purchased from the same
manufacturer because they were
made to work together.
All this hype and nonsense is

so patently false that a buyer
ought to be immune to it. But
beware! 'this reporter was so
taken in by one accomplished
huckster (she learned her trade at
dealer seminars in the East), that
within an hour she had shifted me
from the hi·fi I wanted to a less
powerful system with a lot of
e:x.pensive gadgetry and veneer.
When I left the store I actually
wanted to hurry back and buy
her stereo system. Fortunately,
as I climbed into my '62 Chevy l
remembered my place, Her
hypnotic effect wore off.

Phillip
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Bill Wechter, a UNM junior,
won third place with his
photograph of a ghostly image
appearing to materialize above a
hammock.
"You
can
call
it
a
conglomeration of two separate
images," he said. "It just seemed
that they fit together. It still has
multiple images and meanings
for me. I wanted that person to
be surreal."
He made the print. from a
35mm negative and a 120mm
negative.
W echttlr, a university studies
major and art photography
studenL, said this is his first
semester at UNM.
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Don't Miss Our

April Fool's Day
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This coupon good towards:
*Slightly used film 112 OFF!
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Arts

Exhibit faithful to aesthetic

Professor designed large pipe organ
By Terry Fletcher

Om• of the three largest pipe organs in New
Mt!xko wafi d(lsigned by College of Fine Arts music
prof1•ssor WP~ley Snlby.
Tlw organ consists of 2,000 individual pipes
l'anginl~ in l!mgth from one inch to 18 feet. It is
l<l<'aled in St. Paul Lutheran Church in
Albuquerque.
S<•lby, who is also the church organist, said tho
organ is a collaboration of three organs dating back
t.o HJ:l:.!.
"The original organ had two pipes and was
I!XpandPd three times until we bought the present
organ for $42,000 in 1971," Selby said. "Now, the
organ would (:ost about $120,000 to replace."
"Th1• organ is u cla.qlli!' Baroque d!1sign," he said.

"Tht• natural keys. are made of ebony and the
sharps arc ivory. Tho case work surrounding the
pipes is oak.
"One of tho unique features of this organ is a
division that. hangs on a balcony behind the player.
It is a German division called a Ituck·Positiv and
works ulmost as an organ ofits own."

>

By Dale Knppy
Sometimes, in the movement
of life within and around us,
environmental and psychologit-al
factor~ affect our pen·~ption. So
it is with viewing an exhibition.
No soonPr had I crossed the
threshold of the "Katachi" show
at the Albuquerque Museum
when I encountered a crowd of
school children on tour. With
them were their teachers and
gUides verily cramming the
students heads with iacts and
figures, speaking in decible levels
i that violated not only much of
1 the exhibition space but one's
·\ inner space as well.
\
In contrast to all this was
"Katachi," or the form and spirit
of the Japanese artists themselves, a sensibility often imbued

•• , ,

Helby said another unique feature is the Spanish
trumpet stop. This stop consists of pipes which are
placed horizontally and are indicative of instruments made in Spain, Portugal and Mexico. A
stop regulates pitch.
The organ was built by the Wicks company of
Highland, Ill., the builders of the church's original
two-pipe organ.
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DOOR PRIZES :

:DRAFTING SUPPLIES
1 ART MATERIALS
: BLUEPRINTING

PERMANENT PIGMENTS•
ALVIN SPACESAVER :
PENTEL
I
KOHINOOR
:
WINDSOR NEWTON :

I

:
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To uvoid prolixity l1•t 1!1!' <•nd
l'VPn if only to
PXJlPI'il'lH'P tlw way thP show
t•nds, t.ht• "Kat:l('hi" exhibit at
th<• A.lhuqu(•rquP :vtusN1m is
worth the prirP of atlmiHsion.
What's mon•, tht• admission h
fn•e. IloWl'Vl'r, a word t.o tlw
wise, for thE! full afft'(·t avoid tlw
crowds. Call th1• must•mn !0
discovE•r tlw best tirrw to go.
by saying that.

~- _J

I
I

:

from t ht• <'hokp of rolor for th••
walls, t lw layout of t Jw show
itsPlf, to t lw simp!!' I lri«lll al
nwsil' l<'Il<ling atm<,;plwn· t" t!w
(lll\'if'onint .. ut. E\f'H t!H·' cata!,Jg\l''
doP.~ nut w;n·t•r from tht• totalll,t
nf tilt' pr<"iPUta1 i"ll· ·\ho, till·
<•xhihit J'PSJll'l'( Pd ( lll' .J apani'S! ·
tradition in its .,iz<• It i,., not too
Jargt• as many <•xhihit s of1<'n an·

. ~~ ~;
I ;

~-.··.:~.-~ =-:-~-~-·.:::.:;::":;:::::::: ~~--====--:--·=--

if

with inner quietness. with
patienct• and humility. HN!' was
an exprpssion wht•rt> man is ran•ly
in the foreground dominating t lw
l'nvironnwnt. Hat.lwr. t lw l'Xpression is po!itt• und soft
spoktm; thP upJwararu•p of man is
a transil>nt Hpeck in thp vasln<•ss
und lwauty of cn•ation.
Covl•ring a wid1· rwriod oft inw,
from about :JOO A.D. to tlw
prt>st>nt, in a variety of mediums
- including woodblork prints.
scrolls,
vases,
Samurai
paraphenalia, personal item!l,
wall hangings, figurines and
lacquered wood boxes to the more
recent acrylic paintings and t•ven
an authentic replica of a hot dog
stand - the" Katachi" exhibit is
faithfully sensitive to the
Japanese aesthetic. This is true

:
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Candelaria, N:E.

:

Through the past 48 years the St. Paul Lutheran Church organ
has grown from two pipes to 2,000. Designed by UNM
Professor Wesley Selby, the organ's pipes range in length
from one inch to 18 feet. !Photo by Dick Kettlewell)

..

Suit of armor once worn by a Samurai warrior. (Photo by Mark
Holberg)

Seated Yakushi Buddah, Heian Period (794·1185) (Tapestry) Gatten, 14th Century Kanwkura
Period (1185-7333)

MUSIC YOUR BEST ENTERTAINMENT VALUE TODAY!
Pt~'~
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THE WILD WEST PRE-SPRING
STRINGS f:l THINGS SAVINGS

\\~·~--

$8.98value

$7.98value

$7.98value

$13.98 value

SALE $5.87

SALE $4.87

SALE$4.87

SALE $9.49 (2-LP)

~
u 't::~~~n}:n~
8:rtlt"-~ xxxxxiin:uB

Guitars
Harmony Sov, Guitars
$109"'
Fender Tetly Delu~e
$395'"
1951 Silvertone
$250"'
Fender Jazz Master
$325 00
Fender Music Master
$225 00
Gibson LPJR (SG style)
$40/J"
Gibson LPIR (single cutaway) $60000
Ricl<enbacker 4001 Bass $595 00
Music Man Sabre 1
$649"
Les Paul Copy
$225"
and many In ore!
ALSO IN STOCK:
Dean, Hamer, Ibanez, Yamaha,
Shobro, Guild, Harmony, Aria, and
many morel!
• All guitar siring sets $1'' off •
• All bass siring sets $4" off •

JOURNEY

DEPARTURE
InCluding:

'

I
,1~/(/j,l!;/
~·~

AnyWay Yoo Wanr U/W<Jikillike A Lady
Precious Time/Where Were YoufStay Awhile

DorftA!k

Me Why

IDon"tWant
ToBeAIOM
lf&StiH

Floek and Roll
ToMe

$8.98value

SALE $5.87

$8.98value

$7.98value

$8.98value

SALE $5.87

SALE$4.87

SALE $5.87

10%

SALE thru Sunday, March 30th
2222 Central SE
255-2225

OTHER NEAT STUFF
ARP Odyssey
$795"
lntersound Voicing Pre-Amp $399"
Fender Rhodes Sat elite spkrs. $795"
for the pair
5 piece Rogers Drum Set
$679"
(Other sets starling at $300")
Kustom XII Stereo Mi•et
(12 channel)
$100000
Acoustic 470 W/41l5 bottom $895"
fender Super Reverb W//Bls $639"
Kustom Ill Lead Amp (fJS "''"'' 5449"
Pig nose 30/60 Amp
$279"
Ross, Morley, Electro HarmoniK,
De Armond, AOA, Univox, and
Altair sound modification units.
new and used speakers
• Hammond b·3, M·3, C·3's •
Assorted Leslies • Bass Cizmotron
• Marshall amps •

SAVE BUCK$ -- BUY USED EQUIPMENT
TRADE-INS WELCOME

We also do special orders!

HOURS: Mon.- Fri.: 10-9
Sat.: 10-6
Sun.: 12-5

'"""'

UNM •. NEROY CONSF.!!VATION PROGRAM

valid

I'ag;e 111. Nt•w MPxil'll Daily Lobo, Marc·h 211, J!JHO
Pa).(t' HJ, Nt'\1 111t•xko Daily Lobo, i\fun•h 21>, WHO

Still aloft

Film pleas for communality

Jefferson Starship holds own
By Charles Andrews
J<:diLion t1 Hl of J effrrson fltarf;hip preHentf~d
t.h<•mfwlves to I\ r!>latively small gathering at
Tinglt•y Coliseum Wednesday nh~hL and showed
that. t.Jwy'rl' holding their own and arP Pwn capahl1•
of l'.f'IH'ratini~ ~;onw I'XdLing musk.
For a hand whose direct lineaw• goes b;l(~k Iii
VPar.<: to tlw ,JpfferHon Airplane holding your own
;.an lw f'onsidl'rl'd a victory. Admittedly, with all
t hP pPrsonnd rhangeA they'Vtl gonP through it
lllmuld hi' rrml;id<~red a new group. BuL tin!
pn>sPnc•p of Paul Kantn<>r, original ~umlwr. of t~at.
band so important to the foundatiOns, drrect10n
and spirit of rock mullic, is hard to ignore.
The latest change is th~ addition of llinger
Miekey Thomas, replucement for depnrtt~d vocalist
Gral't,' Hlick. Ordinarily it might not. he fair to
designate him a replac:ement ruL!wr than an addition, but bt~aus<· his high-rungt• voice ~wemA to
hn vP lH•Pn u~ed on t.ht•ir latest recording, Freedom
at Point Zero, to giVP the group virtually t.he same
Hnund thPy had with Slidt, eomparisom; are
imwit.uhl!'.
!It• didn't ~rorP well that night on any count. Old
material sounded noticuhly lacking if it included
Slick vorals. Thomas often did not reach for the
high nott•s we know he's capable of, perhaps

bc>eause he's intentionally trying to not he Slick's
replurt>ment. Hut his performance on new songs
was pretty much forgettable.
As wa~ the first half of the two-hour long set,
with som<~ E>Xteptions such as the extended middle
st•ctiun of u nBw song, "Stranger," which featured
soml' fine playing by lend guitarist Craig Chaquico.
But at some point they seemed to finri purpose,
and C'ranked out half a dozen numbers with the
kind of Hteamroller energy that has kept them
c:tmr.!•rt favorit(!S for a decade and a half.
They surprisingly lost some of that edge in the
two encores, even though they delighted the
audience with their first Jefferson Airplane
numbers of the evening, "Somebody to Love"
(with an unexpected slice of the Stones'
"Hatisfaction" in the middle) and "Volunteers."
Both songs were performed quite differently from
the originals, but did not improve them.
The opening act, Eric Johnson and the Magnets,
w<we truly awful. It was a tough 45-minute wait.
There was enough excitement to judge it a
worthwhile concert. While it didn't hit the highs
generated by their last appearance here three years
ago, th<• current Starship edition showed they're
slill alive and well and rocking better than most of
their descendants.

Orcht!straRehear.~al

Jefferson Starship's Craig Chaquico. (Photo by Randy Mon·
toy a)

Visiting Harvard professor
lectures on aesthetics, film
By Lesley Poling
An unm:ual and highly·
arclainwd H arvurd professor,
Htanltw Cavell, has been visiting
the tiNM campus this week.
Cavell, a philosopher and writer,
is Walter M. Cabot, professor of
Aest.hetics and the General
Theory of Value at Harvard,
whrm• he wns formerly chairman
of the Philosophy Department.
As a visiting lecturer here on
campus, Cavell has been
speaking on aesthetics and film
for Theater Arts classes. His
numerous books and essays on
modernism and skepticism have
earned
him
world-wide
recognition as one of the most
radical and original philosophers
teaching today.
Although he is primarily a
professor of philosophy at
Harvard, be has also taught film
and film comedy courses. His
hooks include The World Viewed,
Must We Mean What We Say?
and The Senses of Walden,
Reflections
on
Thoreau's
Masterpiece, to name a few.
His lectures at UNM have
included a showing and lecture on
the film, It Happened One Night,
and another on Philadelphia

Story. He has spoken on com·
munication and personal and
social relationships, his lectures
l~omhining srveral fields and
disciplines in his discussions on
film.
Cavell is currently working
under a Rockefeller grant, which
has given him the free time
necessarv to offer a lecture series
such as this for UNM. The final
section in the series will be held
today, 2 p.m., in Rodey Theatre.
His Girl Priday will be shown and
Cavell lecture after the show,

Price is $30 for members, $45 for non·
members. For more information call 277·
5819 or, after hours, 266·0779 or 268·7528.
~
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~At

tht' Albuqucrqc Museum Wednesday~ AprU 2, 2 p.m.

Frtt Mo\ICii - bery Saturday, 2~3 p.m., at the South Brot~dway Cultural
Ccn!er, IO.:!S Or(ladway St··.
(Je-tn urid Mfncral Show - Friday, Saturday and Sunday, March 2S-3o, at lhe
State fair Agtic~tllur.nl r:~hihit Hall. Call 299·1680 flr 264·5470 for furrher

progr.ant Saturday, March 29; regularly seh~ulcd historical/architcctural
\\alking wurs of Old Town.
Vlt'ast• No Srne~klng - Club meets Thursday, April J., for dinner at Robin's,
2101 Carlisle (re5cr.·ations~ 292·509$), and an ~cning of theau~r. Tht
UnsinSu1bte Molly Brown ;1t Popejoy Hall, 8:15p.m. Call277·3121 (or tfck~lS.
~

ArtShoM"J

<-'t~rhn•orkr

Starts Mar. 25, 27, 28,
at 7 to 9 p.m. in Biology 258.

·.. r,wl-:· .- ... ·

Acii~VIdcs

('fllldrtn's Pro~ram

TV fund raiser
exceeds goal

The Pre•Medical professions club is holding
a review of the upcoming test subject
(Organic and General Chemistry, Physics,
Biology)

-~,

'

information.

Albuquerque showed it wants
public television this month 4,479 families, individuals and
businesses pledged $133,322 to
KNME·TV5 during Public
Broadcasting's "Festival 80,"
the public-awareness and fundraising event, which took place
the first sixteen days of March.
The amount pledge exceeds the
$110,000 goal KNME set before
the event.

past. Then, the maestro was lil~e a wrathful priest,
full of holiness and vengE<ance. So strong was his
charisma that when he admonished the musicians
or called for exhausting rehearsals, they welcomed
it. They trusted in the musical glory he would
bring them to.
The current maestro is effete, arrogant, tantrum·prone, His raving criticisms have no wisdom
or power behind them. During his interview, as he
sips warm champagne in an affected pose, he too
talks of the conductor as priest. But, as Fellini
shows, that power is all but gone.
After all this conversation, the film makes an
abrupt turn. From his private ehamber, the
maestro returns to the rehearsal room. But the
orchestra is staging a Dada·style rebellion. There
is spray-painted grafitti on the walls, sex under the
piano and a :rising chant against the maestro's
traditional authority. Meanwhile, mysterious
rumblings shake the building, and as the frenzy
rises, Fellini slips in a black comment on
revolutions. One of the musicians rushes forward
to prop up a large metronome in lieu of the
maestro. It will be the new tick-toek brain, the
emotionless dictator {a little like perverted com·
munism?), But a fellow musician leaps up to smash
it. The man who placed it springs on her with a
stranglehold. This is classic: insurgents fighting
among themselves, as full of vicious authority as
those they condemn.
At that instant, a ball wrecker crashes through
the wall. In a sudden realization of all their
violence, the musicians look sheepishly at each
other with an air of "What have we done?".
Through gentle words - finally like those of a
priestly leader - the maestro brings this ragged
group together. "We are all musicians," he says.
"The music is all important." They unite and play
their sweetest piece - full of new community. But
as they finish, the maestro again throws a tantrum
- railing at them in a voice that rises to the pitch
of a Storm Trooper as the screen goes black.
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Old TtJwn \'r'ldkln~t Tl'luB -~ Albuquerque Museum begins a new extension
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Directed by Frederico Fellini
Guild Theater
By Krin Van Tatenhove
Frederico Fellini' s new film, Orchestra
Rehearsal, is an earnest plea for community spirit.
It speaks in a roundabout way, by taking a sharp
look at the dynamics that prevent such unity.
In a vault-like room that reeks of "history,"
where crypts line the walls, an Italian orchestra
has come to rehearse. And have no doubt, this is a
modern orchestra, Their union rep and his henchman are there to make sure no one is overworked, conductor/player relationships are sound
and all coffee breaks are exactly on time. They are
as eclectic a group as one would expect in a large
gathering of moderns. To accent this, Fellini uses a
clever device. A national television company has
come to interview the musicians (even though they
are grumbling about "no compensation"). The
harsh TV light shines on their faces, and they
begin their monologues.
Each has a personal, almost aloof attachment to
his or her instrument. The pianist sees her grand as
a "king on a throne"; the trombonist refers to his
bone as the horn of Renaissance angels; the oboist
melodramatizes the spiritual solitude of he and his
oboe; the flutist says her flute is the nearest in·
strument to the human voice, historically used to
summon lunar and solar spells, There are jealousies
and rivalries. A silly argument breaks out as to
whether the violin is a feminine, seductive in·
strument, or the most virile - the heart and brain
of the orchestra. The percussionists find affinity
with the bass, but resent the strings.
Fellini views this group as a microcosm of
society - particularly because of its need for
creative cooperation. Yet, these people squabble,
cling to their egos, whine for more pay and are
often lost in inner reveries.
If they are to hang together and create uplifting
music, they must have a strong conductor.
Through an aged man, a sort of custodian in the
rehearsal room, we hear what it was like in the

li ..- Concinues at che Downtown Center for the Aru. Call 2430!531 fot further infarmaliori.
Kal~~ehl Fonn and spirit in Japanese ar( sholA·ing ar the Museum of
Albuqu('rque. lfours: Friday, IOa.m, ..s p.m., Saturday andSundayj t~S p.m.
Sprlngdmr f:lhibitlon- Cortc8eand high school studenl_co_mpctition~ winning
arl \H1rk will be on di~pfay April U., 12, 13 at the New Marco State
f·airgttlurid"t Agricultural Building. Proceeds from lhe pui'chHe exhibiti~n will
go to a $400 UNM art. scholarship. Srudcnf _artisls may submit any medul_, not
ro c~cccd 36 "48 Jnchcs, to the UNM Fine Arts Ccnler, Room 204, by Ftrday,
March 2R. S p.m. Call Profc:ssor Wayne t.a1.orik at 271·5861 (or furthtr in·
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Bonus

w/coupon

formation.

Audldonsand Contrsls
&vrnlh Annual Siudrnl Film A"·ards ~ 1'0 be ellgi&le for competition, -a film

mu~r have been romplc=ttd urtc:r April z-, 1979, in a szudcnt·teadu:r relarionship
Willlin theeurricutum or an a.ccredilcd ~cllooJ. 0t"adline for submininns isAprH
I, 1980. EntrieJ must bt sent to Dill Mackie. Otpartment or
Radioifd~\i!!iontfilm, Unh·t'rsiw of Texas, CMA 6.J 18, Atmin. Texas 78711
ur call (.(SI2)471-4071 for (utther infQrmation. A limned number or entry
forms are ava.ilablein the-Lobo otricc, Matron Hall, Room 118.
Orrfltsfra of Slnta Fe- Pre$ents its .. Spring Finateu concert Sunday, March
Jt), 3 and 8 p.m., in the Sweeney Ccnler. Tickets are .57 for adults, Sl.SO for
students and may be purchased through the Orchestra of Santa f'e office. IOSO
Old Pecos Trail. or call 1~9884640.
Thf MarrltJ:t' of Fl~~:tuo- Present~ by th~ UNM Opera Theatre Friday and
Saturday, April4 and 5-, II and 12, 8:15p.m., and Sunday, April 13, 4 p.m ••
and Wednesda}';. April 9, 8:15 p.m. Tickcu at Tickctmaster locations or call
Z71-JI21.
Tfleafrr
fctrus•s Oiidten - Open.s Tuesday1 April 1. 8 p.rn. at Rodey Theacre and
cominues through April$. Call 277-4332 for furlhcrinformation.
Tht' V•Jire or ihe 1"urtlr- Romanlic<:ontedy at the AlbugUerque LiHic 'litea•re
tonight t~t t1 p.m. Two !!hows Saturday~ p.m. and 9 p.m. Calf 242·47SO for
uckcl information.

I 122 Yale S.E. I
266-5729

"The goriest
and sexiest
'Frankenstein'

1
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CIVIC LIGHT OPERA Association

·
JlaJl ,..,.,. 27-30 ond

Sponsaret.l by tee GaUes Olllsmobrle.
another Albuquerque l.)I.Jsrness s~pportrng lhc pl!rforrmn~l arts

Student Rush

EXCLUSIVE IIL8UQUERQUE PREMIERL!!
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'GLORiOUSLY FlJNNV ·~·so wise, so hum~n~ and so witty •..
•Orchestra Rehearsal' fs- of a piece with lhh brllllat~t rHreclor•s
very best work!

~ Vf"c~nt

SEE IT!
Fellini has
;,iven us
a no thor

'

Canby. New York Tht'lfiS
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experience.••
·Geno Sholit
NBC TV
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ORCHESTRA
REHEARSAL
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GUILD
Midnight Flick. Richard Pryor
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N.E.
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Grad.
students
&
others
&1.75

ever filmed."

I l'ale Blood
I Plasma ,
1

ASUNM
student
with
valid ID
&1.25
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I
I
I
I

345-6577

to charge your tickets to your Mastercharge or
VISA card.

Sat. March 29

I

lnew & old donors.
1 1 per donor

Tickets on sale now at the Popejoy Box Office and
all Ticketmaster locations at prices ranging from
$2.50 to $8.50. Or call ...

Federico Fellini's

.---------------...
I Welcome I
1
Back I !r
I
I

Molly Brown Is a lusty, brawling, pushy woman whose
newly.acquired wealth won't buy her way into Denver socle·
ty. It takes the sinking of the Titanic to show people her true
character and she gains fame as "The Unsinkable Molly
Brown."
Music and lyrics by Meredith Wlllson .. Book by Richard Morris.
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..The Marx Bros.
at their peak •••
so hurrah for
Captain Spauldingand everyone
else on hand."
-JUDITH CRIST

7:00
9:15
11:30
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Page· 20, Nc•w M<·xi<·o Daily Lobo, Man·h 21>, WHO

bright middle of the afternoon.
Atmosphere is one of the things people
read mysteries for: the best mysteries
oftPn convey a vivid sense of the real
places where they are set. There is no
particular reason for Cotton to flee to New
Mexico and spend a few chapters there.
lie says that he grew up in Santa Fe, but
of course it is the novelist who makes the
character come from there and decide to
return. Hillerman is giving himself the
<'hnnce to write his outdoor episode - a
deerhunter stalking a fisherman - with
the spt~cial clarity and color that come
from affectionate familiarity. The Mid·
western capital where most of the story
takes place remains, by contrast, not only
cold and wet and gray, but also
anonymous.
Peopll' also read mysteries for their
heroes. For a while Cotton's outstanding
quality seems to he dumbness. I":1e ta k es a
long time to notice that too many people
are gett'·mg ace!'dentally killed around him·
B ut aft er H o1mesa n d Ma 1·gret and Trav1•5
M (]
•t ·
f eshi g to be able t<J think
- c ,ee, 1 18 rehr fn
h · ··
faster than the ero or a c ange.
C
.
d t . b .
What 'otton 1s goo a 1s emg a
nt'Wspaperman, and the grimy pressroom

setting is, like the New Mexico landscape,
something that Hillerman renders con·
vincingly. This is not a detective story but
what might be called a newspaper
procedural, its plot affected by teletype
machines and evening-edition deadlines.
In this world, a little exotic to outsiders,
Cotton has a kind of authority. Doing
other things heroes of .novels like this
usually do - thinking about his past,
falling in love - he seems to be going
rather self-consciously through the
motions.
But finally people read mysteries for a
fast-moving story. The first death comes
in the first chapter and the action moves
quickly to a showdown, with an extra
twist saved for the last page. That is the
basic thing, and it is competently if
· a !'ttl
PIo rld'
. mg1Y done. (There 1s
1 e t oo
much of this kind of writing: "The clock
on th e wa Inu t ·pane1e d waII was old an d
ornate. Its small hand stood almost
exactly on 10. The large hand clicked two
marks past 12. Governor Paul Roark was
two minutes late for his Thursday mor·
ning press conference. In approximately
180 seconds. . . •")

The Fly on the Wall works as a thriller,

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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Sports

Objections raised to Athletic Code

Old book, new cover, still thrilling
The Ply 011 the Wall
1'ony lJil/erman
A 11<;11 Hcwhs
$1.!1!1; 221 pages
By Marcia Tillotson
Tony Hillerman's thriller The Fly on the
Wall is about a newspaperman who
~tumbles
across information about
crool\£'d politicians and illegal campaign
funds. But ~his is not another thinly
disguised Watergate story: though it was
just. published in paperback, the novel
fir~L aPiwared in 1971, which mal{es it
proph£!tic rather than imitative.
l'<•rhaps not surprisingly, truth has
tunwd out to be nastier than fiction. What
IIill<•rmtm's r(•portPr John Cotton un·
cowrH is more gentle, more modest and
human, than what Woodward and Ber·
nst Pin <hw
'" into. Tlw lW<'nts that make the
nowJ's prP·Nixou notion of political
!'orrurJtion set'm SWI!et, even naivo,
lli'V<!rth<•lt•ss giv<! its plot a little extra
plausibility.
.
f. 11
hrill
t
But the hook is f1rst o a at
cr, no
a story about po1itics. C.otton soon fi n d s
hims(1)f running for his life and into two
·
<•xritino·
,., rhase scenes: a good one m a
stale capitol building at night, a better
oM in the New Mexico mountains in the

Dail~·

1~

By Paula Easley
Faculty members have raised objections
to the proposed Athletic Code, saying that
its restrictions must be strengthened.
The faculty members were part of a
small audience at a hearing Wednesday
night conducted by the Athletic Council
on the proposed code requested by
President William E. Davis and the UNM
Board of Regents.

so it makes no difference that the moral
questions it tries to ask seem irrelevant as
well as forced. The title is explained early
on as a reference to Walter Lippmann,
who said that the journalist should be
'"the fly on the wall,' seeing all, feeling
nothing, utterly detached, utterly objective." John Cotton defends that view of
his job against a more cynical reporter's
argUment that the public is not well·
informed enough to know what to do with
the facts. When Cotton suddenly starts to
doubt himself, the arguments that worry
him sound silly: his girl friend is upset
because his expose will make a thieving
highway contractor's teen-age daughter
feel had. This ethical dilemma is not
disturbing: the characters are too thin to
support such questions. In this kind of
book the hero is supposed to defeat he bad
guys, and there is nothing about these bad
guys to make anyone doubt that they
deserve to be defeated.

Included in the proposal are
suggestions for a basic philosophy for the
athletic program, administrative controls
of the athletic program, duties of the
Athletic Council and athletic directors,
financial aid to student athletes and
recruitment of prospective student
athletes.
Journalism professor Charles Coates
aired opposition to the use of cumulative

c·
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one graduate student and one alumni
member. Non-voting members include the
directors of men's and women's athletics,
the faculty representative to the National
Collegiate Athletic Association and a
representative of the Board of Regents.
The council made it clear that the
present draft of the code will not be the•
final one.
Dr. A. J. Ladman, council chairman,
said there arc many changes forthcoming
in the proposal and comments from
faculty members will be taken into c.ousideration.
He said if everything goes well, the final
draft of the code will be ready sometime in
April.
The Athletic Council meets April2 at 4
p.m. in the Roberts Room of Seholes Hall
to discuss additional comments on the
code.

UA!'tfJJAIJ. -- The

Four members of the UNM
men's gymnastics team have
qualified for the NCAA national
championship meet in Lincoln,
Neb.
A conference committee met
Monday in Provo, Utah, to select
six competitors from each region
to compete in their respective
events at the April 3-5 meet.
Selected from UNM were
senior Perry Genevose, who
scored an all·around 53.00 in the
conference qualifying meet in
Provo last weekend; sophomore
Steve Jennings, who leads the
region on the pommel horse and
scored a 9.538 last weekend;
senior Rick Deluca who finished
with a 9.35 on the rings; and

i

,.._

1
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GENERAL ADMISSION: ADVANCE TICKETS 8.50 • DAY OF SHOW 10.00

THE ALBUQUERQUE CIVIC AUDITORIUM
APRIL3, THURSDAY-7:30PM
BAR SERVICE A\IAILABLE
TICKE;TS AVAILABLE; AT: SEARS, CORANADO CENTER, BOTH GENERAL STORES,
KIMO THEATRE, BOB FARLE;Y MUSIC CENTER, POPEJOY HALL,
THE SUB TICKET OFFICE, BOGGlE AND BACH, SANTA FE.

AnothM Concert h YOU ~nrl nF JA 1111
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i
Tickets

with
special
guests:

Thee<Jbys
Fatso's Subs
Hours
Mon-Fri Sam to 9pnt
Sat-Sun Noon to Spm
Next to McDonalds

255-3696

on sale
at the following
aoss outlets:
sound warehouse •
Flip Side Records • Both
Connoisseur Locations •
Lafayette Radio (Sante Fe)
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freshman Mike Means, who
scored a 9.3 on the parallel bars.
UNM finished 12th as a team,
but Coach Rusty Mitchell said
that "the seventh throug:h 13th·
place finishers were very close,"
The Lobos were within eight·
tenths of a point from finishing
seventh, he said.
Teams that qualified for the
national meet include Nebraska,
Iowa State, Oregon, Arizona
State and UCLA.
Mitchell said the Lobo men are
"all in good health," and "will be
good representatives of UNM at
Nationals."
He said Jennings should finish
among the top three in his event
and Means and Deluca have a

"good shot at finals."
He said he hopes Genevose can
score 106 or higher in all-around
competition so he will qualify for
the USA Championships April
25·26 at Ohio State.
UNM gymnast Kevin Prady,
who red·shirted this year,

qualfied for the USA Cham·
pionships last weekend in
Houston, winning the parallel
bars, high bars and rings events,
as well as the all-around event.
He finished the meet with a
110.00, two points higher than
the needed qualifying score.

ntll tUnllllUC' 1 1 NM nt('rlo, t:ll p tUdav <U 2 p.m. Ol
lt\lm !1cld and lt1W11 nt 4 r til- at luho ltc/d. Ihc

lllbtl' tAke un

The UNM women's tennis team fund-raising clinic, originally
scheduled for this Saturday, has been moved to Apri112.
Local tennis pros, members of the tennis team and Lobo tennis
coaches Therese Sullivan and Larry Lindsay will be on hand from 7:30
a.m. to 5:30p.m. at the Lobo Tennis Club. Cost is $30.
The clinic is designed for intermediate and advanced tennis players,
Sullivan said.

B.A.
STUDENT WINNER!
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really is, an entertaining adventure story,
ontr1·ved to work up some suspense and
h
.
h
excitement, then keep t em gomg to t e
last page.

SPECIAL GUEST STARS

fo~· athletics who don't stand a fighting
cltance in college," he said.
Gary Ness, a former college coach and
recuiter at North Texas State University
and now a member of UNM's health
department, said it is tricky to predict the
success of any college student, not just
athletes, from high school performances.
"Standards or guidelines should be set
for coaches regarding recruiting. Athletes
should show some academic promise, but
the door should be left open,'' Ness said.
History professor Jonathan Porter
suggested that the concept of the athlete
as an amateur competitor and a bona fide
student pursuing a degree program be
moved to the head of the code and be
reinforced.
The Athletic Council is composed of six
faculty members appointed by the Faculty
Senate, three undergraduate students,

Four Lobos to compete at Lincoln

So Fly on the Wall is at its best when it
does not try to be any more than what it

BAR·KAYS

grade point averages in determining an
athlete's eligibility.
"An athlete could attend a junior
college, receive good grades, then transfer
to UNM and receive straight D's and still
remain eligible," Coates said. "This is
wrong."
Coates also objected to st!te employees
receiving gifts. An example of this is the
use of courtesy ears by athletic depart·
ment members.
Anthropology
professor Lawrence
Straus proposed needed changes for the
council, with the basic idea to reverse
priorities for athletes.
· "Athletes are in a. reverse position.
They should be, first, legitimate students
and then athletes," Straus said.
He also expressed interest in GPA
requirements for athletes.
"It is just not fair to bring in students

884·4848

UlflPt.

Both tmms will hp in AuHtin, 1\•xas. April4-r,,
to t'onJpPtP in tht• 'l'Pxas ltt•lays.
'l'hP nwn's tNJm finishl'Cl third in a outdoor meet
in 'l'PmJH'. Ariz., last wt•ek<md b!lhind Arizona
Stat£• and Oldahoma.
Tlwy finislu•d with a tPam Hcore of 44 points, 46
poinU; lwhind Arizona State. Oklahoma was
st•ctmd with fiii pointR.
Lobo frpshman Dwayne ltudd was a standout in
tht• m<!t•t, taking first place in the long jump and
tripll' jump. Hudd jumped 21-feet-11 in the long
jump and <·ovt•red a distance of 47·6 in the triple
jump.
Hogl'r Moor<' also took a first place in the 800·
nwter run with a time of 1:49.96. Pete Serna
finish<'d third in 1· fll. 7.
Ibrahim Kivina finished first in the 5000-meter
run and fourth in the 1500-meter run. Silver Ayoo
took second in the 400-meter event with a time of
47 .H, while Kevin Evans finished third in the 100nwter dash in a time of 11 seconds flat. Russell
Mrl7.ger finiqhed third in the pole vault with a
vaull of 15 feet.
tJNM track coach Hill Silverberg was pleased
with his tPam's perfmmance but said he does not
PX}lPCt his team to havP good team scores.
"We'n~ lacking the depth and experience on our
t<•am." Silverberg said. "We're missing people like
(in•g Young, Kipsubai Koskei and Jeremiah
OngwaP from our team, so we have to depend on
our young ldds to carry us through. W c should do
WPil throughout the season on an individual basis,
bui WP don't havt' the dt>pth to make a good team
st•nn~.,.

SilvPrlwrg said six of his freshmen tracksters
havP a good shot at qualifying for competition to
uwkt• the United States junior team. The six

'
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NEW APPLICANTS
&
CONTINUING APPLICANTS

s If vou plan to apply for a New :\texico Student Loan for the Acad.cmic ?'ear
S WH0-1081, vou MUST have a ptt-loan interview. Piek one of the times hste?
;; below. Th~ interviews will he given hourly, on the hour, no appointmcr~t IS
5 nt•t•essary, and vou mav attend any interview session. If you have any quest tons
5 call Car~J! Desiderio at i77-64(il or 277~2041.
$

$
$
S DATE
$ March :31-April 4
$
$

REMEMBER - no interview- no loan!

:
$
$ April 2nd & 3rd

$
$ April 7th
$

s

~

LOCA'I10N
SUB Room 250-C
(ApdlZ will be in SUB 231-E)

Ballroom, M1nch 26. Bring your luo~h.
3/26
I!VER BEEN TOLD to go to }Jell? Now you <:nn say
you're exempt with ()Ur exclusive Hell exemption
e~rd. Send $2 to U Church, PO Box 982,
Albuquerque, NM 87103.
3/31
LEARN TO SKY DIVE! Classes beginning this Week
by cenif1ed USPA instructors, S7S. 281-1245. 3/3J
$2. OFF ON YOUR next hairc1,1t, wilh UNM 10.
Men's ami women's,

New Shop, latesl styles.

Headlines. J4J9 Central NB, across from Jpck'!
Lounge. 242·6432. Mon·S~t. 9-S:JO.
4107
TllmD OF BEJNG broke? Hard working studentsmay interview for a summer job. Call B83-J(i63 for
4/01
interview.

3128
PIZZA CITY SPECIAL. 2.sliceschc!!se,SI when you
buy large soft drink. Medium belipepper piz-za, S4.
S127 Harvard SC.
4/02
1 AOIE.'S TliRRY SHORTS and tops, rogularly
.$9.50-$16. Now just S7-$12 al Fncl(Jry Outlet, 1118
V3lc SE. Behind Pioneer Wear.
3/28
RIC'HMONO BICYCLE SUPPLY announces its
l'hird "nnual 11 fa"-·lime" sale. Zcfal H.P. pupm: SIS.
Plcuchcr alloy rack: SS. Tires and/or thorn tubes:
free installation. Quick, expert rcparls and personal
.sen, icc hy Kevin Z. 266·1611. ('ennal and RicJ1mond.
4/07

* 7 of 10 TOP RECORDS MASTERED OR MIXED DOWN
* LEADER IN SALES FOR DISCOS
• USED BY MOST MAJOR TOURING MUSIC GROUPS
* FIVE YEAR WARRANTY TRANSFERABLE
* LEGENDARY REPUTATION FOR 40 YEARS-
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"24 HouR TYPING" mAN, 2554091.
4116
~JCS
QA TYPING SERVICE. A complete typing and
~JC;:
editorial system. Technical, general, legal medical,
" :!
0
~ehola"''· thans&tables.345.ZI2S.
J/31 ~~1,
~JCI,
TYPISTS-TERM PAPERs, thesis, resumes. 299- ~..,
Bring your favorite cassette and use our headphones ~ .t.
8970.
4/30 ::- 1~
~ ·~
TYPING _iHESIS, REPORTS, suuisticat. Call ~JQ:••:t:•r.t:,.:t:••.:l:••:a;t•!i• 1:t:11•••••iiiniiet'ii;"•:;:":t:":t;,.:e;ttifiWD•:t;ti:QI:t:,R~tr~1f3
Aunlta, 296-2549.
4 1 05 ltiit~...!'l!tt!r.tt?..,5:t,~t•..
•·"~'·• .,?.tt7.n?.u.•.Q2••~u~tt2tt?...!'l.'tt~·
EXPERIENCE!! ACCURATE TYPIST: tran·
.scribing rcrm papers, lcuerst te:sumcs, manuscripts.
294·0167.
4/01
MATH TUTORING, 100·101, 120,121, 150. Very
reasonable rates. Mike, 2654533. evenings.
3/:la
GARDENERS START EASY <all Tim'sTilling,;168·
6510.
4!07
3131
TYPING, EDITING, 2664567.
TYPING, EDITING NEAR UNM. 243·0338. 3/J I
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3/JJ
\\'J,Nffill: A SL!Pl:R r,al for Jlght huusc work and
taking !,!are of plant~. Pnrt-timc. Also c;-;dtin~
'>Uinrncr work. 2:'i.5-241.5.
4/!IJ
INSTRUCTORS .. NDFDF.O FO~ South V•ll<Y
tJrogram. Uaum, poti~.:r:r, wl painting, tot's tumbling.. $S Jler hi'. 5 weck5. 247·8841.
::l/3 J
flANCERS WANTED. 300-500 WJ!EKLY, Over 18.
Apply67254th NW.
4102
IITTJ,E EXP. FANTASTIC tips! Pny! $1600-$3800
~ummer. Thomands nc~:d~d. Casillo's res•nurt~nn,
runche~. crui'iers, rafting, etc. ~end S4.9S ror ap.
plicmion, inrormation, rcfcrrilh. Lakcwarld 174, Eox
60129, Sacto CA 9:'iR60.
3131
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NEED A PASSENGER to help wilh lr~vel e1epenses?
Advertise in the DAlL. YtOJJO classiried section. tfn
SJ\1 COLORADO RIDERS wnn!l:d for Telluride
lca\·ing Frid<tY night returning Sunday night. Phtu1c
Pchhic, 26S·0956. 8·1 I and 6·10p.m., or Nancy, 2.56·
9042. l--cnve mcss~ge_:_~~--- _
3t28

15 00 A lergon kit 4.69
Cell lor low pnces on hard,
sott or seml·soM lenses

Casey Optical Co.
(3 doors west ot Your Drug)
4306lomos at Washington
26-5·6 46

Mak•rs of H!>nd Ma,de
lnd;on Jew•l ry
OLDTOWN

Putt Putt
Golf Courses
2 for 1 Special
Receive one free game
of Putt Putt golf
with the purchase
of one game
at regular price.
with coupon
5100 San Mateo N.E.
9801 Lomas N.E.

I
I
I
I
I
I
II
(across from Los Altos park)
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'•.tlm.l,!\ mtl•t•. r..tn~t h~: .1 ) • ,,.,,., tll.l '\pri\ IrA
Jl.'r·-,,n, 1111 p.h.-ml· .alh, pl;:;r.,•· S,t\1'1\;1\ f hfll\lf
.,11'11'"• .u .;;7ilolii'IIM, Nl, <;;<;Jh 1\kuaul Nl·
tlu

~

good condition,
wonren'ssizc8·8112.266·3J31 or296-S278.
;rn

FOUNO: NOVEL HARl> cover, to claim call294·
3248.
3/28
WE HAVE KEYS, glasses, watches, purses. scarf,
glov_es, hat. ~WC:JISIJirt. ri?lebooks iJJ our lost and

SUNGLASS HD'QTS

$
$
$$

PART TJME JOB, graduate sludcnts only. Afl<!r~

:-~~~~s~:h;'s~;t~~~~~'!'~~9WB!her. us~~~ ~t~;.--~ l9m i~i~

tfn

$
$
$

$

3130
ONF. NEW AZUKJ 27" len speed bike. OnJy $130.
4103
('all242·9663 after 7 p.m.
EARTH TONE CHAIR and sora. Excellent con·
ditmn. $12.1. Calll92·47S7.
4103

74 l>ATSUN Z·CUSTOM paint, macs, MC, dean
inli~cand out. 54195, ('allofter6 p.nt., 299-6418.

rn

I

Speakers
Amps
Boards
Mixers
Bank Tape
Microphones

5.

AC<'J.;RATE INFORMATION ADOUT
IIaCCption. mrililOIIOo. abortiou. Right to Chooso.
0171

i

4/01

Excellent condition. Call Louise, 877-6028 a[ler 5:30
p.m.
4/01
Mf'N'S THREE SPEED lightweisht 26" bicycle,
$65.293-3151.
4/02
1979 P.ABBIT1 FUEL injection. Regular gas. Factory
air. 6100 miles. Like new. 2fi6~'732S.
3128
71 MALIBU EXCELLENT CON()ITION, low
n>ilcacc, fully equipped. Call298·8294.
3/28
OAUAGE SALE: l•PRIOHT piano, furn., clothing,
turnl:tble, radio, speaker~, e1c. Silver and Ash SE.

Heights, SJ20/mo. piU'i ulililie!l. Carl or Scott, 298·
8021.
4/01
COZY ONE BEDROOM apartment m:a_r UNM.
$115-tmo. plu~ utilities. 867-2741~ 867-3654.
4/01
~,1Al.E 26, Nl::EDS MATURE per~on to ~hare J
bedroom home in NE hciB.Im • .SJSO/mo., 112
utilities. $75 deposh. Ca11294-3896aflcr 6 p.m. 4/0J
J BLOCKS TO llNM. I bdr. duplex, $150, 842·8160.
3128
GIRARD/Sil.VER, ONE his bedroom, cornpletc
kilchcn, fenced privac-y, SJOS. Valley Rentals, 262·
l?Sl, fee.
3131

HAPPYDIRTHl>A\'RICHARD.Love,M,L«:.

Your JBL Dealer for 30 years!

cvenlngr),

GIRL'S ONE SPEED bicy<le. Pe51 offer. 2!6·7382
evenings.
4/01
FOR SALE TWO complct!! Holman's engineeri11g
drafting kils including boards. Recommended for
engineering 112. C'aii8BJ.J771.
4/0l
17 CORVETTE, FUU.Y equip! with extras.

-;:Rc;::>c"''M-;;~:;-1A;-;T"'E""w""A""N~=T"'Eo"".-::3 -::0:::-ED""R'"'o"'o""M:-:h-o-us.::;:~:;;;~ 6_.__E_M_P_L_O_Y_M_E_N_T___

RAN(;l;R ROBC'OPACETICagingscene!Through
Ihie~ and thin, Ma.
3/28

ALL JBL Hl-FI SPEAKERS!
ALL JBL PRO SPEAKERS!
ALL JBL BARE SPEAKERS!

HOUSING

ROOMMATE WANTEl>. HOUSE Ridgc•crcst area.
f-ireplace, yard. No pels. $110, l/3 militics, 25S-4JJ7.

ASUNM EL[;K.IJONS APRIL 7&8. Please YOte.

LIMITED TO PRESENT STOCK
NEXT SHIPMENTS· MORE

'' 2 bdr., fireplace, tmfurni~hed ha~cmcm. 2) 4 bdr.
fin•rfa,.,..~·. $13,000 Uown, 3) many more tl> l'hoo~e
hom. Some \~hh low dcn..,n, ~oonlC mu~t bt:
rcflnan~eQ. Please call Mnrcul\, your neighborhood
real estatcspccialht. ::!62·2266, 842·0102.
3/31
1906 VW BUS, NEW ~ngine and transmission. Fine
~·ondhion. Cull Vicki, 2.68~7952 evening\,
3/31
TWIN·SIZE BED, rmme, box spring, mattress.
(j(,od oondition. $30. ~SS·8802.
)131
1969 FORD FAIRLANE, clean reliable powc:r auto.
$450. 3024 Hyder SE. 277-4503 days, 25S4tR4

--------------THE ('11ADEL.-SUPERB location near UNM &
~owntown. Bus scr\'icc every 30 minut~-s. I bedroom
or efficiency, $195-$260, All utilitic~ paid. Delux-e
kitchen wl!h dlshwa.d11:r & disposal, recn::ation room,
swimming pool, TV ropm & laundry. Adult complex,
no Pets- 1520 University NE. 243-2494.
tfn
CAMPUS AREA TWO bedroom near buses, yard,
kids. $145, no deposit. 262-1751, Valley Rentals, fee,
3/31
NORTH EAST LUXUR,Y three: bedroom. tW!l bath,
disposal, laundry. $235, b;IJs paid. 262·1751, Valley
Rentals.
3/31
SECURITY COMPI.. EX. LARGE I bdr., uLililies
paid, furnished, laundry, walk to UNM. $21~. 843·
6352, 266·:2641.
4/01

ERIC TOOl.SON WJLL speak informally on the
necessity or being a. skepUc. J2 nl,)on, north sun

with
300fo
SAVINGS

1:00
Medical School
2:00
Basic Scicnc:e Bldg.
$
s
:3:00
Hoom :JO:~
$
'$$$$$$$$S$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$S$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$S$S$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$
$

April 8th

TIME
10:00
11:00
l:OO

4.

=~=~=-==--:--:-:,...-...,---=

· ~SS$S$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$SS3$$$$$S$$$S$$$$$$$$$$$
.
s

~:~

CONTRU!UTETO CLEAN alt.
tfn
WANT TO BUY 58·62 VW Sodan for parts. (trunk
lid, lcfl front fender, and engine lid especially). B77w
7561 or842·1565.
trn
CONTACTS'/?1 POLISHING & SOLUTIONS.
CascyOpticalCompany26S·S846.
tfn
PRE(iNANCY TESTING & COUNSELING. PJ1one
247-9819.
tfn
RECYCLE IT.
tfn

--s:\rr---t 'Htfliuul~r -i~~-,~;~~:- m·.u -l·N\1. 3

h.Hh~. h..tHh\mli.l tllttJr'>, and nmd1 nl\lll'. Be~! Inn trl
the l NM :.m•:l C.lll RC'II Ch<l' 1:1 Rl•Jlt~·. 247--t\71 (If
2·ft·6206.
3/11
HlR .~AU:: ~I· 2 c.iR£·A1 hom~;c; iu llna-'(.'rql)' an:;~:

f:XPcRT TYPING ANl> cd;Ung. 268·8776, JQ.;:JU,
M-S.
411S
ROOMMAT~ NEEl>EO-FEMALE preferred, 2
bedroom house~J blocks from UNM. Rent
$1151mo. Call Shan:m, 265-~371.
4101

1. PERSONALS

YOU'VE BEEN WANTING!!

athletes trying to qualify during the outdoor track
season are Moore and Serna in the 800-meter run,
Alan Jankunas in the 1500-meter run, ltudd in the
long jump, Metzger in the pole vault and Young in
the high jump.
The Lobo women's track team set two school
records in their first outdoor meet of the season on
March 8, but still finished second to Kansas in the
dual meet.
UNM finished with 59 points while Kansas had
H7 points. But track Coach Tony Sandoval said the
meet was a lot closer than the score indicated.
"In a dual meet when you win an event you not
only gain five points but you take five away from
the opponent," Sandoval said. "We had troubles in
the two-mile relay, the 440 relay, and the 100ml'ter hurdles. If we had won those events, it
would have been a much closer meet."
Marritt Pannanen set a school record in the
javelin with a throw of 119 11 1/2. Pannanen
competed for the UNM ski team this year and
joined the track team as the ski season concluded.
A school record of 47.9 was set by the 440·relay
team of Pam Gutierrez, Peggy Mallory, Jakki
Davis and Diane Warren as they won the event.
Margaret Metcalf won the high jump, clearing 5feet-8 and took the first spot in the 800-meter run.
She also ran on the winning medley relay team that
included Gutierrez, Mallory and Gayle Bassett.
Warren took the long jump with a leap of 19-6
and came in second in the 400-meter run in 56.7.
Regina Dramiga won the 400-meter hurdles with a
timeof6L9.
The Lobo women spent their spring break in
Mexico, training some of the time in Mexico City
and winning a dual meet against a Mexican track
club in an outdoor meet in Jalapa.
Davis won the quarter mile in a time of 56.7 and
also won the long jump with an 18-3 jump.
Gutierrez was also a double winner, winning the
100-meter dash in 12.2 and the 200-meter dash in
24.7. The 200-meter time tied a school record.
"We ran on a cinder track which is a slow track,
but we did very well, considering the fact we didn't
have the best travel facilities," Sandoval said. "It
was good training for us - we got to train in
Mexico City and it gave us all a chance to get a
good tan."

-( -.J1

,·.(JK

Classified Advertising

-
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on their own this weekend
By M11rtin J11nowski
l; N M \; mPn and wom<m tracksters will be on
thpir own this weelwnd, since both teamg' meets
have lwt•n <·ancPIIPd.
( 'olnrado and Oklahoma State, originally
sdwduh•d to compote against the Lobo men,
dmppPd out, du<• to financial reHtrictions on their
rPsrwctivl' t.nu·k prngrums.
And Colorado's wonH'n will not he Hhowing up
Pitlwr. Jpavinf~ thP Lobo wom<•n to au intersquad

Daily Lobo

NOW IS THE TIME
FOR THE GREAT

UNM men, women runners

·' '..\\1 \ll!\ Il; -o,J!l .tl1''"' ~ lqllrlllk- ~A.'" l .1!\
'· l .' " ~.t ~ ( II<Jll.
l l!
···.1 \W"-1 ·\1\..t ,, 4 l \I • -.,-l;~m-.
:~~,. .~II".' ~--~-~ij.
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---.::::::::::::::::::::::::==================-:::;TODAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE
59 Upright
UNITED Feature Syndicate
61 More surly
Thursday's Puzzle Solved
64 Gorge
67 European
city
68 An apostle:
2words
70To- - :
All
71 Bone: Prefix
72 Mistake
73 HIStory
74 Orderly
75 Automalic
rilles
DOWN
1 Did the same
2 Sand pile
3 Well garbed
4 Large bird
24 Decoys
48Spanlsh
shawls
5 Go back
27 Milk source
6 Baker's unit: 28 Famed exile 51 Jail
54 Quarrel
Abbr.
Isle
55 Bouquet
7 Eager
30 Doc
56 Big cats
8 Bills of fare 32 Outdo
58 Josh
9 Slants
35 Fact
60 Ward off
10- mater
37 Metric unil
62 Dispatched
11 Rude ones
38 Seth's son
12 Eat away
39 Man's name 63 Girl's name
13 Nervous
41 Dickens boy 65 Gas
18 Print style
43 Riposte
66 Sins
22 Retreat
46 Tuber
69 Mesh
r.-"r.r"+.-r7...,..._ -r-ror-rr....,..,..ACROSS
1 Serpent
S Lady:Sp.
10 Foment
14 Cleanse
15 Stove pari
16 Erudition
17 Acting
19 Crescent
20 Abandon
21 Stupid ones
23Rob
25 Water body
26 Wllness
27 Interjection
29 Poor area
31 Roost
33 Antique
34 Fathered
36 Roundup
40 Adjoin
42 Tree
44 Confined
45 Ungulate
47 Locales
49 Army bed
50 Scrub
52 Clever
53 Equal: Prefix
54 Juice
57 Worthless

Page• 24, N<•w M1•xi('() Duily Lobo, Marc·h 2H, WHO

AM- {('/\ g -TRI\C.K
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A1'1-F~t Cas5e1;-f;,e
wi-th
'Je-N58"N rjY'f" CoAX
Ot>Y'

li9t pri c.e...

~ 280 ins-lal led.

INS-rALL.eb.

Yz tkie£~/39 in5fdJftXJ/

oor lis-t price

~leBO

~

~price 540/
j'SJ-. AM-PM
casse+±e t.J~h
auto-- rev.evsz.

Nree/I.PHSIN~ ,---------hX9 t>up\ex
Speal<er:S •
oor list price.

~560

v'J.. pr<rC£

2.ao!

AI.~UQU~RQU!S

4701 LINCOL-N N,E.; ().block be_h;,,,J
Unc.le. Clrf-f's Arnue.ernent.lb.rk &+ SanMi~H'•Y1

884-8713

M-F

10·8,SAT.9·5.6uN.~·5

SAN'f1.\ F~
338 7 C£RRI U.OS RD.
471-~30
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